
OMIGOD
Identification and
Remediation Checklist 

On September 14th, 2021, news broke about OMIGOD, an unauthenticated 
code execution vulnerability in Microsoft Azure’s Open Management 
Infrastructure (OMI) agent, found by the Wiz Research Team. In this checklist, 
we’ll recap the vulnerability, share how to check if you’re impacted, and 
provide step-by-step guidance on how to remediate this critical issue. 

What is OMIGOD? 

OMIGOD is a set of 4 critical/high vulnerabilities (CVE-2021-38647, CVE-2021-38648, CVE-

2021-38645, and CVE-2021-38649) impacting OMI, one of Azure’s most ubiquitous agents. 

The vulnerabilities give attackers the potential to remotely execute arbitrary code and escalate 

to root privileges. Microsoft uses OMI extensively in Azure, and the agent is deployed in many 

customers’ environments without their knowledge. Our conservative estimate is that thousands 

of customers and millions of endpoints are affected by OMI vulnerabilities. 

Who does this impact? 

OMI is essentially Windows Management Infrastructure (WMI) for UNIX/Linux systems. It is 

leveraged by many different services within Azure, including Operations Management Suite 

(OMS), Azure Log Analytics, and Azure Desired State Configuration Management. If you enable 

any of these services, the OMI agent is installed on your Azure Virtual Machine, running at the 

highest privileges possible.  

https://www.wiz.io/blog/secret-agent-exposes-azure-customers-to-unauthorized-code-execution
https://msrc.microsoft.com/update-guide/vulnerability/CVE-2021-38647
https://msrc.microsoft.com/update-guide/vulnerability/CVE-2021-38648
https://msrc.microsoft.com/update-guide/vulnerability/CVE-2021-38645
https://msrc.microsoft.com/update-guide/vulnerability/CVE-2021-38645
https://msrc.microsoft.com/update-guide/vulnerability/CVE-2021-38649
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How to check if you’re impacted 

As of September 14, 2021, Microsoft patched all four vulnerabilities found by the Wiz Research Team in the OMI 

software. However, the patch doesn’t support auto-updating, so Microsoft suggests manually updating your OMI agents 

to the latest version. Therefore, we urge all Azure customers to take action to ensure that they are running the latest 

version of OMI, and verify that their environment is indeed patched. Below, we provide guidance on how to identify and 

remediate OMIGOD within your environment. 

Identifying and remediating OMIGOD in your environment 

To ensure that you’re protected against OMIGOD, we wanted to provide step-by-step guidance for identifying and 

remediating the issue. Protecting an organization from the OMIGOD vulnerabilities requires detecting vulnerable 

machines, prioritizing machines at the highest risk in need of patching, and finally patching them. We provide guidance 

on what steps to take for Wiz customers, as well as non-Wiz customers. 

The OMIGOD advisory in the Wiz Threat Center contains built-in queries that retrieve all the resources that are 

at-risk, accompanied by a detailed advisory that reviews the threat and mitigation steps. Since patching a whole 

environment can be a long and complex process, Wiz can help in analyzing the threat to each vulnerable resource and 

assist with prioritizing patching accordingly. 

Wiz is a full stack agentless solution for scanning cloud environments. The unique scanning technology allows 

customers to detect OMI across their environments in minutes after deployment, track the upgrade process, and 

prioritize based on toxic combinations like external exposure.

1. Discover & prioritize vulnerable machines at-risk with the Wiz Threat Center 

Identifying OMIGOD with Wiz:  

https://docs.wiz.io/wiz-docs/docs/wiz-adv-2021-002


In the Threat Center, Wiz helps you assess the risk to your environment that is posed by OMIGOD vulnerabilities, and 

queries all your VMs that run vulnerable OMI versions. By clicking on “View findings” you’ll see a list of resources that 

are vulnerable to the OMIGOD. 

This list updates after every Wiz scan and can be used to assist in managing the remediation process. OMI agents 

that were updated to the new patched version (1.6.8.1) won’t be retrieved by this query. This way you can keep track of 

machines that still require an update. 

Clicking on each VM in the list shows you additional information about it. In the Insights section, you can see a 

summary of the additional risks to this machine: vulnerabilities, configuration, network exposure, secrets, and more. 
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In order for an attacker to leverage the RCE vulnerability as an initial access vector into the environment, the OMI 

needs to be listening on port 5985 or 5986. Accordingly, we recommend that you make sure there are no vulnerable 

machines where these ports are accessible from the internet. Use this custom query to see which vulnerable 

machines in your environment are accessible on these ports.  All VMs retrieved by this query are prone to remote 

code execution by a malicious attacker, for initial access. These resources are at higher risk and network access 

limitation measures are recommended (see below) in addition to patching. 

The list of resources that are vulnerable to OMIGOD updates after every Wiz scan and can be used to assist in 

managing the remediation process. OMI agents that were updated to the new patched version (1.6.8.1) won’t be 

retrieved by this query. This way you can keep track of machines that still require an update.

2. Prioritize machines at higher risk

https://app.wiz.io/#~(dashboard~'threat-center)
https://docs.wiz.io/wiz-docs/docs/wiz-adv-2021-002#resources-at-high-risk-to-the-rce-exploitation


The above methods enable Wiz customers to focus on this specific threat. However, as for all other CVEs, Wiz combines 

different risk factors in our Controls mechanism. If a machine that runs OMI is vulnerable and exposed to the internet, 

a high-severity issue will be created. A toxic combination of vulnerable machine and a high-privilege role would create 

a high severity issue. A combination of all three risks would result in a critical issue that can be seen on our main 

dashboard.

Integrating the OMIGOD risks with additional toxic risk combination using Wiz 
controls
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The first step is to gather a list of all of your Azure VMs that have the OMI agent installed on them.   

To do so: 

1. Connect to your Azure VMs and run in the terminal: 

a. For Debian systems (e.g., Ubuntu): 

dpkg-I omi

b.  For Redhat-based system (e.g., Fedora, CentOS, RHEL):  

rpm-qa omi

2. If OMI isn’t installed, no results will return, and your machine isn’t vulnerable to OMIGOD. If results return,   

you’ll be able to see what the installed OMI version on your machines is. Version 1.6.8.1 is the patched version. 

If you are not a current Wiz customer,you can still identify OMIGOD in your environment by following these steps:  

Patching your machines can be a long and complex process. One of the 4 OMIGOD vulnerabilities (CVE-2021-

38647) is more severe than the rest since it enables a remote unauthenticated user to execute arbitrary code on 

your machine at the highest privileges (root). However, this vulnerability can only be exploited if the OMI agent is 

configured to expose ports. To identify machines that are at imminent risk to the RCE exploitation, we recommend the 

additional check below: 

1. Identify your VMs with OMI agents 

2. Prioritize which machines are at the most critical risk 

Identifying OMIGOD without Wiz:  

dpkg -l omi

rpm -qa omi

egrep ‘httpport|httpsport’ /etc/opt/omi/conf/omiserver.conf



If ports are exposed according to the current OMI configuration, the command result would contain the open ports 

number in addition to zero: 
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## httpport -- listening port for the binary protocol (default is 5985)

httpport=0,5986

## httpsport -- listening port for the binary protocol (default is 5986)

httpsport=0,5986

If ports are exposed by according to the OMI config and are not blocked by a firewall, the machine is at imminent RCE 

exploitation risk. We highly recommend prioritizing patching machines with OMI and open ports configuration as a 

greater risk is posed to them.

Once you’ve identified and prioritized resources with vulnerable OMI versions, either in Wiz or manually, the next step is 

to remediate by updating your OMI agents.  

Updating OMI 

On September 17, 2021, Microsoft announced an auto-update feature for OMI agents installed as part of Azure cloud 

services. According to the announcement, the auto-update process should be completed by September 22, 2021. 

Standalone and on-premises installations, along with specific additional products, still require manual updating of the 

OMI package. We recommend following the Microsoft guidance for manual update instructions and to ensure that the 

auto-update was applied to your Azure services machines. 

Limit network access 

If there are VMs in your environment that are prone to the RCE exploitation (CVE-2021-38647) as discovered by the 

previous steps on prioritization (I.e., there is access to ports 5985/5986) we advise that you limit network access to 

these ports immediately in order to protect from potential remote attacks. For on-premises System Center users, 

we advise that you block port 1270 as well. One way to do this is by setting firewall/network security groups rules, for 

example. 

Remediating OMIGOD 

If no ports are exposed according to the current OMI configuration, meaning that the machine isn’t at imminent RCE 

exploitation risk, the result would be: 

## httpport -- listening port for the binary protocol (default is 5985)

httpport=0

## httpsport -- listening port for the binary protocol (default is 5986)

httpsport=0

https://msrc-blog.microsoft.com/2021/09/16/additional-guidance-regarding-omi-vulnerabilities-within-azure-vm-management-extensions/


By following this step-by-

step checklist, you can use 

Wiz to ensure that you react 

appropriately to OMIGOD 

and identify and mitigate 

any related risks in your 

environment.  

OMIGOD 
Identification
and Remediation 

Click the OMIGOD advisory in the Threat Center and run the queries 

to identify your impacted machines.

Continue to the custom query in the in-product advisory to detect 

machines at higher risk to RCE exploitation (CVE-2021-38647). Start 

remediation efforts on these machines or limit their network access 

to the OMI ports, if possible.

Patch/ensure OMI agents update to the new fixed version (1.6.8.1), 

according to Microsoft guidance on all impacted machines, in order of 

risk priority. Machines onboarded to Azure services should be auto-

updated. For other installations, check with your specific product 

instructions per Microsoft’s guidance. 

Revisit the Wiz Threat Center to monitor the patching process and 

ensure that the mitigation steps have zeroed the vulnerable findings. 

info@wiz.io   |   www.wiz.io

To request an assessment 
of your cloud environment, 
contact us today.

https://app.wiz.io/#~(dashboard~'threat-center)
https://msrc-blog.microsoft.com/2021/09/16/additional-guidance-regarding-omi-vulnerabilities-within-azure-vm-management-extensions/

